


We Are Crystallized Games. 

A multidisciplinary game and app development company who 
strive to build whole new experiences for players, users, and 
professionals alike.  We were brought together from vastly different 
career paths to follow our passion for gaming and gaming 
communities. 



WHAT WE DO

Crystallized Games develops video games for all platforms and software 
applications for PC and mobile. We are passionate about gaming, the 
memories they help create, and the ways gaming can push digital mediums 
to new experiential heights. 



GAME DEVELOPMENT
Crystallized is an Unreal Engine focused 
dev studio; our desire is to build new 
and unique genre bending experiences 
for  audiences of all ages.

APP DEVELOPMENT
Crystallized Games also works with 
clients to design, program, and deploy 
applications and web solutions for 
mobile and desktop.





ELITE GENERAL MANAGER
EGM is the evolution of the GENERAL MANAGER genre. Fans 
of AEW will take the role of the GM, designing a roster of 
wrestlers, setting up matches, and running the show to 
generate revenue, grow their audience and manage their 
locker room morale to be the best in the business.

EGM will be available on iOS & ANDROID devices when 
released.

www.aewgames.com
  

http://www.aewgames.com


Stephen Kim
Chief Executive Officer

A passionate and driven gamer, Stephen worked 
previously in the mining industry as a project 
manager while moonlighting non-professionally in 
collectible card games. In 2016, he left his career 
in engineering to pursue his passion of creating 
video games, leading to the founding of Crystallized 
Games.

Adam Collver
Chief Creative Officer

An experienced digital artist from the VFX industry, 
Adam spent years developing his technical 
experience in 3D asset development for film, 
television and video games so that he could work in 
the video game industry. In 2016 he realized that 
vision by founding Crystallized Games.

 

STUDIO FOUNDERS



THANK YOU
CONTACT: CONTACT@CRYSTALLIZEDGAMES.COM | WWW.CRYSTALLIZEDGAMES.COM  

PRESS TOOLKIT | FACEBOOK | TWITTER | YOUTUBE | INSTAGRAM | TWITCH

mailto:CONTACT@CRYSTALLIZEDGAMES.COM
http://www.crystallizedgames.com
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1wu-wShsuivXObn1RENf03OWCnw3LiOwi?usp=sharing
http://facebook.com/CrystallizedGames
https://twitter.com/crystallgames
http://youtube.com/CrystallizedGames
https://www.instagram.com/CrystallizedGames/
https://www.twitch.tv/crystallizedgames

